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From Where I Sit

Stefan Merken

W

e here at the JPF hope this newsletter
finds you well as we send our very best wishes to
you and your loved ones for a happy and fulfilling
New Year. In contemplating the New Year, we are reminded
once again of the major and realistically tough fact that running a nonprofit organization such as the JPF is an impossible task without the funds to do it.
Several months ago we wrote a fund-raising letter, asking
our readers for donations to help support the Jewish Peace Fellowship. Only a few dedicated members responded. Now we
are asking all of you to pitch in and help. Please remember that
several small donations of $18 or $36 each add up quickly and
can make an enormous difference. Of course, if you are able to
donate a larger amount than this, it is extremely helpful to us as
well.
Without funds and without your help, we can’t run the office, pay the few bills we have, and pay the salary of our one parttime staff person. Without funds we cannot continue to send out
this free newsletter. And without funds the one continuous Jewish voice for peace since 1941 will disappear. The JPF will have to
call it a day. We are not asking any one person to donate a large
sum. Each of us spends $18 on coffee in a couple of weeks; $36 is
often less than we spend if we go out to a nice restaurant.
As you move into this New Year, remind yourself to send a
heartfelt and appreciative donation to the JPF. Do it immediately.
Stefan Merken is chair of the Jewish Peace Fellowship.

If another week goes by and you haven’t sent in your helpful donation, ask yourself what is stopping you from supporting the JPF.
Is it just that you need to find a stamp and an envelope? Maybe
you don’t have the address: JPF, Box 271, Nyack, N.Y. 10960.
As Jews, we are all proud of our Jewish tradition of giving,
tzedekah. If you truly understand the concept of tzedekah, please
put the JPF at the top of your list of organizations to which you
give financial support. Our funds are running low, and we are
nearing the bottom of the financial barrel at this point. If you
missed sending in a contribution last time, please don’t wait to
respond now. The JPF cannot exist without your support.
If you have a special occasion happening in your family,
such as a birthday, anniversary, graduation, the birth of new
child or grandchild — let a gift to the JPF help to celebrate your
happy occasion and make it more meaningful. We will list you as
a contributor in the next issue of Shalom. We of course will keep
the amount of your donation private.
We know that each of you receives numerous requests for
funds from various organizations and that it is not possible to respond to every fund-raising letter you receive. But no other Jewish organization has the long track record of the JPF, with such a
distinctive and ongoing voice for peace within the Jewish community. The JPF newsletter is put together on a purely volunteer
basis by all who work on it. We need to continue to support the
organization which our dedicated and terrific volunteers work so
hard to support. Please add your support to theirs.
Many thanks, in advance, and Shalom. Y

Yes! Here is my tax-deductible contribution to the Jewish Peace Fellowship!
 $25 /  $36 /  $50 /  $100 /  $250 /  $500 /  $1000 /  Other $ ____
 Enclosed is my check, payable to “Jewish Peace Fellowship”
		

(Please provide your name and address below
so that we may properly credit your contribution.)

Phone: ______________________________________________

		E-mail address:______________________________________________

Name______________________________________

Below, please clearly print the names and addresses, including e-mail,
of friends you think might be interested in supporting the aims of the
Jewish Peace Fellowship.

Address____________________________________
City / State / Zip_ ___________________________

Mail this slip and your contribution to:
Jewish Peace Fellowship Y Box 271 Y Nyack, NY 10960-0271
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Occupations

Sandy Tolan

It’s the Occupation, Stupid
The State to Which the U.N. May Grant Membership
Is Disappearing

I

t’s the show that time and the world forgot.
by inch, yard by yard, Israel’s expansion project in the West
It’s called the Occupation and it’s now in its forty-fifth
Bank and Jerusalem is, in fact, gaining momentum, ensuryear. Playing on a landscape about the size of Delaware,
ing that the “nation” that the UN might grant membership
it remains largely hidden from
will be each day a little smaller,
view, while Middle Eastern
a little less viable, a little less
headlines from elsewhere seize
there.
the day. Diplomats shuttle back
and forth from Washington
How to Disappear a Land
and Brussels to Middle Eastern capitals; the Israeli-Turkish
n my many drives from
alliance ruptures amid bold
West Bank city to West
declarations from the Turkish
Bank city, from Ramallah
prime minister; crowds storm
to Jenin, Abu Dis to Jericho,
the Israeli embassy in Cairo,
Bethlehem to Hebron, I’d play
while Israeli ambassadors flee
a little game: Could I travel
the Egyptian capital and Amfor an entire minute without
man, the Jordanian one. And
seeing physical evidence of
of course, there’s the headthe Occupation? Occasionally
liner, the show-stopper of the
— say, when riding through a
A neighborhood in the Israeli settlement of Maaleh
moment, the Palestinian Aunarrow passage between hills
Adumim in the West Bank
thority’s campaign for state— it was possible. But not ofhood in the United Nations, which has prompted an Obama
ten. Nearly every panoramic vista, every turn in the highway
administration veto in the Security Council.
revealed a Jewish settlement, an Israeli army checkpoint, a
But whatever the Turks, Egyptians or Americans do,
military watchtower, a looming concrete wall, a barbed-wire
whatever symbolic satisfaction the Palestinian Authority
fence with signs announcing another restricted area, or a
may get at the UN, there’s always the Occupation and there
cluster of army jeeps stopping cars and inspecting young
— take it from someone just back from a summer living in
men for their documents.
the West Bank — Israel isn’t losing. It’s winning the battle, at
The ill-fated “peace process” that emerged from the Oslo
Accords of 1993 not only failed to prevent such expansion,
least the one that means the most to Palestinians and Israelis,
it effectively sanctioned it. Since then, the number of Israeli
the one for control over every square foot of ground. Inch
settlers on the West Bank has nearly tripled to more than
three hundred thousand — and that figure doesn’t include
Sandy Tolan is author of The Lemon Tree: An Arab, a
Jew, and the Heart of the Middle East. He is associate profesthe more than two hundred thousand Jewish settlers in East
Jerusalem.
sor at the Annenberg School for Communication and JournalThe Oslo Accords, ratified by both the Palestinians and
ism at the University of Southern California. He is at work
the Israelis, divided the West Bank into three zones: A, B and
on a new book, Operation Mozart, about music and life in
C. At the time, they were imagined by the Palestinian AuPalestine. He blogs at ramallahcafe.com.
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thority as a temporary way station on the road to an indelem; the systematic revocation of Jerusalem IDs once held by
pendent state. They are, however, still in effect today. The de
thousands of Palestinians who were born in the Holy City;
facto Israeli strategy has been and remains to give Palestinand the labyrinthine travel restrictions which keep so many
ians relative freedom in Area A, around the West Bank’s citPalestinians locked in their West Bank enclaves.
ies, while locking down “Area C” — sixty percent of the West
While Israel justifies most of these measures in terms of
Bank — for the use of the Jewish settlements and for what are
national security, it’s clear enough that the larger goal becalled “restricted military areas.” (Area B is essentially a kind
hind them is to incrementally take and hold ever more of the
of grey zone between the other two.) From this strategy come
land. The separation barrier, for example, has put ten percent
thousands of demolitions of “illegal” housing and regular arof the West Bank’s land on the Israeli side — a case of “anrests of villagers who
nexation in the guise
simply try to build
of security,” according
improvements to their
to the respected Israeli
homes. Restrictions
human rights group,
are strictly enforced
B’tselem.
and violations dealt
Taken
togethwith harshly.
er, these measures
When I visited the
amount to the soluSouth Hebron Hills in
tion that the Israeli
late 2009, for example,
government
seeks,
villagers were not even
one revealed in a seallowed to smooth out
ries of maps drawn
a virtually impassable
up by Israeli politidirt road so that their
cians, cartographers
children wouldn’t have
and military men over
to walk two to three
recent years that show
miles to school every
Palestine broken into
day. Na’im al-Adarah,
isolated islands (often
from the village of Atcompared to South
Tuwani, paid the price
African apartheid-era
This gate is the only means of entry for the villagers of Bil’in, who have
for transporting those
“bantustans”) on only
been separated from their farmland by the Israeli West Bank Barrier
kids to the school “ilabout forty percent of
legally.” A few weeks
the West Bank. At the
after my visit, he was arrested and his red Toyota pickup
outset of Oslo, Palestinians believed they had made a hisseized and destroyed by Israeli soldiers. He didn’t bother
toric compromise, agreeing to a state on twenty-two percent
complaining to the Palestinian Authority — the same people
of historic Palestine — that is, the West Bank and Gaza. The
now going to the UN to declare a Palestinian state — because
reality now is a kind of “ten percent solution,” a rump statelet
they have no control over what happens in Area C.
without sovereignty, freedom of movement or control of its
The only time he’d seen a Palestinian official, al-Adarah
own land, air or water. Palestinians cannot even drill a well
told me, was when he and other villagers drove to Ramallah
to tap into the vast aquifer beneath their feet.
to bring one to the area. (The man from the Palestinian Authority refused to come on his own.) “He said this is the first
Living Amid Checkpoints, Roadblocks, and Night Raids
time he knew that this land [in Area C] is ours. A minister
like him is surprised that we have these areas? I told him,
lmost always overlooked in assessments of
‘How can a minister like you not know this? You’re the minthis ruinous “no-state solution” is the human toll it
ister of local government!’
takes on the occupied. More than on any of my dozen previ“It was like he didn’t know what was happening in his
ous journeys there, I came away from this trip to Palestine
own country,” added al-Adarah. “We’re forgotten, unfortuwith a sense of the psychic damage the military occupation
nately.”
has inflicted on every Palestinian. No one, no matter how
The Israeli strategy of control also explains, strategiwarm-hearted or resilient, escapes its effects.
cally speaking, the “need” for the network of checkpoints;
“The soldier pointed to my violin case. He said, ‘What’s
the looming separation barrier (known to Israelis as the
that?’” thirteen-year-old Alá Shelaldeh, who lives in old Ra“security fence” and to Palestinians as the “apartheid wall”)
mallah, told me. She is a student at Al Kamandjati (Arabic for
that divides Israel from the West Bank (and sometimes West
“the violinist”), a music school in her neighborhood (which
Bankers from each other); the repeated evictions of Palestinwill be a focus of my next book). She was recalling a time
ians from residential areas like Sheikh Jarrah in East Jerusathree years earlier when a van she was in, full of young mu-
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sicians, was stopped at an Israeli
checkpoint near Nablus. They
were coming back from a concert. “I told him, ‘It’s a violin.’ He
told me to get out of the van and
show him.” Alá stepped onto the
roadside, unzipped her case, and
displayed the instrument for the
soldier. “Play something,” he insisted. Alá played “Hilwadeen”
(Beautiful Girl), the song made
famous by the Lebanese star Fayrouz. It was a typical moment in
Palestine, and one she has yet to,
and may never, forget.
It is impossible, of course, to
calculate the long-term emotional damage of such encounters on
Checkpoint
children and adults alike, including on the Israeli soldiers, who are not immune to their own
actions.
Humiliation at checkpoints is a basic fact of West Bank
Palestinian life. Everyone, even children, has his or her story
to tell of helplessness, fear and rage while waiting for a teenaged soldier to decide whether or not they can pass. It has
become so normal that some kids have no idea the rest of the
world doesn’t live like this. “I thought the whole world was
like us — they are occupied, they have soldiers,” remembered
Alá’s older brother, Shehade, now twenty years old.
At fifteen, he was invited to Italy. “It was a shock for me
to see this life. You can go very, very far, and no checkpoint.
You see the land very, very far, and no wall. I was so happy,
and at the same time sad, you know? Because we don’t have
this freedom in my country.”
At age twelve, Shehade had seen his cousin shot dead
by soldiers during the second intifada, which erupted in late
2001 after Israel’s then-opposition leader Ariel Sharon paid
a provocative visit to holy sites in the Old City of Jerusalem.
Clashes erupted as youths hurled stones at soldiers. Israeli
troops responded with live fire, killing some two hundred
and fifty Palestinians (compared to twenty-nine Israeli
deaths) in the first two months of the intifada. The next year,
Palestinian factions launched waves of suicide bombings in
Israel.
One day in 2002, Shehade recalled, with Ramallah again
fully occupied by the Israeli army, the young cousins broke a
military curfew in order to buy bread. A shot rang out near a
corner market; Shehade watched his cousin fall. This summer
Shehada showed me the gruesome pictures — blood flowing
from a twelve-year-old’s mouth and ears — taken moments
after the shooting.
Nine years later, Ramallah, a supposedly sovereign enclave, is often considered an oasis in a desert of occupation. Its
streets and markets are choked with shoppers, and its many
trendy restaurants rival fine European eateries. The vibrancy
www.jewishpeacefellowship.org

and upscale feel of many parts of the
city give you a sense (much as Palestinians are loathe to admit it) that
this, and not East Jerusalem, is the
emerging Palestinian capital.
Many Ramallah streets are indeed lined with government ministries and foreign consulates. (Just
don’t call them embassies!) But
much of this apparent freedom and
quasi-sovereignty is illusory. In the
West Bank, travel without hard-toget permits is often limited to narrow corridors of land, like the one
between Ramallah and Nablus,
where the Israeli military has, for
now, abandoned its checkpoints and
roadblocks. Even in Ramallah —
part of the theoretically sovereign
Area A — night incursions by Israeli soldiers are common.
“It was December 2009, the sixteenth I think, at 2:15, 2:30
in the morning,” recalled Celine Dagher, a French citizen of
Lebanese descent. Her Palestinian husband, Ramzi Aburedwan, founder of Al Kamandjati, where both of them work,
was then abroad. “I was awakened by a sound,” she told me.
She emerged to find the front door of their flat jammed partway open and kept that way by a small security bar of the sort
you find in hotel rooms.
Celine thought burglars were trying to break in and so
yelled at them in Arabic to go away. Then she peered through
the six-inch opening and spotted ten Israeli soldiers in the
hallway. They told her to stand back, and within seconds had
blown the door off its hinges. Entering the apartment, they
pointed their automatic rifles at her. A Palestinian informant
stood near them silently, a black woolen mask pulled over his
face to ensure his anonymity.
The commander began to interrogate her. “My name,
with whom I live, starting to ask me about the neighbors.”
Celine flashed her French passport and pleaded with them
not to wake up her six-month-old, Hussein, sleeping in the
next room. “I was praying that he would just stay asleep.” She
told the commander, “I just go from my house to my work,
from work to my house.” She didn’t really know her neighbors, she said.
As it happened, the soldiers had blown off the door of
the wrong flat. They would remove four more doors in the
building that night, Celine recalled, before finding their suspect: her seventeen-year-old next door neighbor. “They stood
questioning him for maybe twenty minutes, and then they
took him. And I think he’s still in jail. His father is already
in jail.”
According to Israeli Prison Services statistics cited by
B’tselem, more than fifty-three hundred Palestinians were in
Israeli prisons in July 2011. Since the beginning of the Occupation in 1967, an estimated six hundred and fifty thousand
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to seven hundred thousand Palestinians have reportedly
been jailed by Israel. By one calculation, that represents forty
percent of the adult-male Palestinian population. Almost no
family has been untouched by the Israeli prison system.
Celine stared through the blinds at the street below,
where some fifteen jeeps and other military vehicles were
parked. Finally, they left with their lights out and so quietly
that she couldn’t even hear their engines. When the flat was
silent again, she couldn’t sleep. “I was very afraid.” A neighbor came upstairs to sit with her until the morning.
Stories like these — and they are legion — accumulate,
creating the outlines of what could be called a culture of occupation. They give context to a remark by Saleh Abdel-Jawad,
dean of the law school at Birzeit University near Ramallah: “I
don’t remember a happy day since 1967,” he told me. Stunned,
I asked him why specifically that was so. “Because,” he replied, “you can’t go to Jerusalem to pray. And it’s only fifteen
kilometers away. And you have your memories there.”
He added, “Since seventeen years I was unable to go to
the sea. We are not allowed to go. And my daughter married
five years ago and we were unable to do a marriage ceremony
for her.” Israel would not grant a visa to Saleh’s Egyptian sonin-law so that he could enter the West Bank. “How to do a
marriage without the groom?”
A Musical Intifada

A

n old schoolmate of mine and now a Middle East
scholar living in Paris points out that Palestinians are
not just victims, but actors in their own narrative. In other
words, he insists, they, too, bear responsibility for their circumstances; not all of this rests on the shoulders of the occupiers. True enough.
As an apt example, consider the morally and strategically bankrupt tactic of suicide bombings, carried out from 2001
to 2004 by several Palestinian factions as a response to Israeli
attacks during the second intifada. That disastrous strategy
gave cover to all manner of Israeli retaliation, including the
building of the separation barrier. (The near disappearance
of the suicide attacks has been due far less to the wall — after
all, it isn’t even finished yet — than to a decision on the part
of all the Palestinian factions to reject the tactic itself.)
So, yes, Palestinians are also “actors” in creating their
own circumstances, but Israel remains the sole regional nuclear power, the state with one of the strongest armies in the
world, and the occupying force — and that is the determining fact in the West Bank. Today, for some Palestinians living
under the forty-four-year Occupation, simply remaining on
the land is a kind of moral victory. This summer, I started
hearing a new slogan: “Existence is resistance.” If you remain
on the land, then the game isn’t over. And if you can bring
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attention to the Occupation, while you remain in place, so
much the better.
In June, Alá Shelaldeh, the thirteen-year-old violinist,
brought her instrument to the wall at Qalandia, once a mere
checkpoint separating Ramallah and Jerusalem, and now
essentially an international border crossing with its mass of
concrete, steel bars and gun turrets. The transformation of
Qalandia — and its long, cage-like corridors and multiple
seven-foot-high turnstiles through which only the lucky few
with permits may cross to Jerusalem — is perhaps the most
powerful symbol of Israel’s determination not to share the
Holy City.
Alá and her fellow musicians in the Al Kamandjati
Youth Orchestra came to play Mozart and Bizet in front of
the Israeli soldiers, on the other side of Qalandia’s steel bars.
Their purpose was to confront the Occupation through music, essentially to assert: We’re here. The children and their
teachers emerged from their bus, quickly set up their music
stands, and began to play. Within moments, the sound of
Mozart’s Symphony No. Six in F Major filled the terminal.
Palestinians stopped and stared. Smiles broke out. People came closer, pulling out cell phones and snapping photos,
or just stood there, surrounding the youth orchestra, transfixed by this musical intifada. The musicians and soldiers
were separated by a long row of blue horizontal bars. As the
music played on, a grim barrier of confinement was momentarily transformed into a space of assertive joy. “It was,” Alá
would say later, “the greatest concert of my life.”
As the Mozart symphony built — allegro, andante, minuet, and the allegro last movement — some of the soldiers
started to take notice. By the time the orchestra launched
into Georges Bizet’s “Dance Boheme from Carmen #2,” several soldiers appeared, looking out through the bars. For the
briefest of moments, it was hard to tell who was on the inside
looking out, and who was on the outside looking in.
If existence is resistance, if children can confront their
occupiers with a musical intifada, then there’s still space, in
the year of the Arab Spring, for something unexpected and
transformative to happen. After all, South African apartheid collapsed, and without a bloody revolution. The Berlin
Wall fell quickly, completely, unexpectedly. And with China,
India, Turkey and Brazil on the rise, the United States, its
power waning, will not be able to remain Israel’s protector
forever. Eventually, perhaps, the world will assert the obvious: the status quo is unacceptable.
For the moment, whatever happens in the coming weeks
at the UN, and in the West Bank in the aftermath, isn’t it
time for the world’s focus to shift to what is actually happening on the ground? After all, it’s the Occupation, stupid. Y
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Murray Polner

The Real Israel

T

he Unmaking of Israel is an angry book about
animals and do not understand what is happening around.
the current state of a troubled and increasingly isolatThis is, however, a great error.”
ed nation. Its author, Gershom Gorenberg (who once
The Israel to which Gorenberg immigrated is now quite
wrote for a magazine I edited) is a prolific American-born
different from what he hoped to find, even though many Isjournalist who went to live in Israel more than three decades
raelis still believe in peaceful coexistence with Palestinians
ago and whose children have served in
and an end to the Occupation. But
the Israeli military.
now it is also the home of a militarized
His absorbing, realistic and, yes,
state with an immense nuclear stockdisillusioned account (published by
pile neither inspected nor seriously
HarperCollins) of what is happening
questioned by any international body.
in contemporary Israel reminded me
It is also heavily dependent on Ameriof May 15, 1948, the day Israel was ofcan domestic support — from the
ficially born. That evening a group of
powerful Israel lobby, inflexible Chrisyoung people gathered spontaneously
tian Zionists, bellicose neoconservaon a Staten Island, New York, ferry to
tives, fawning politicians in Congress
celebrate the historic event by singand presidents afraid to tangle with all
ing and dancing the hora. Only a few
of the above, not to mention the enoryears after the unprecedented mass
mous financial aid it receives annually
“We think that the Arabs are all savages
slaughter of European Jews had finally
from the U.S. Within Israel, Gorenwho live like animals and do not underended, this informal group — I was
berg details the mounting influence
stand what is happening around. This is,
one of them — believed a miracle had
of Orthodox and secular extremists in
however, a great error.” Ahad Ha’am (front
taken place and a new and democrat- row, third from left) and students from
and out of the Knesset, all of whom are
ic nation had emerged in the Middle Jerusalem’s Bezalel Academy of Arts and
spreading their influence into military
East to serve as a light unto the world. Design
and civilian life. Meanwhile, the ocMany of us felt the same way in 1967
cupation of the West Bank continues
when David defeated Goliath in the Six-Day War.
and more settlements are opening, with little hope of peaceThat Israel is no longer, if in fact it ever existed. Instead,
ful compromise in sight.
had we innocents known of him we might also have honored
Gorenberg recalls the prophetic declaration by the Forthe Hebrew essayist Ahad Ha’am, an ethical and cultural —
eign Ministry’s Theodor Meron, its legal counsel and leading
rather than political — Zionist, who visited Palestine in the
expert on international law, after Israel had conquered the
late nineteenth century and presciently warned that a revival
West Bank: “Civilian settlement in the administered terriof the Jewish state was advisable and worthwhile only if the
tories contravenes explicit provisions of the Fourth Geneva
Jewish people did not emulate xenophobic nationalists who
Convention.” Today about six hundred thousand Jewish sethad founded other states. He specifically cautioned the early
tlers live in the West Bank, subsidized by the Israeli governJewish settlers in Palestine to consider the rights of the Arabs
ment and U.S. financial support. Settler sites such as Ofrah,
they had displaced. “We think,” he wrote in “The Truth from
Beit El, Ma’aleh Mikhmash and others are often on land,
Palestine” in 1891, “that the Arabs are all savages who live like
Gorenberg asserts, stolen from Palestinians.
This is only one of the many offenses committed against
Murray Polner is a book review editor for HNN.org
Palestinians (hardly innocent themselves, given their attacks
and author of No Victory Parades: The Return of the Vietnam
against Israeli civilians), who are regularly jailed for offenses
Veteran; and, with Jim O’Grady, Disarmed and Dangerous, a
ranging from trivial to very serious. In contrast, repeated acts
dual biography of Daniel and Philip Berrigan. His most reof settler violence against Palestinians go relatively unpunished.
cent book is We Who Dared Say No To War, edited and writIn 1988, for example, a prominent settler rabbi murdered a Palesten with Thomas E. Woods, Jr.
tinian store owner and received a five-month sentence, reduced
www.jewishpeacefellowship.org
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to three months. “The Jewish terror underground of the early
1980s serves as the most extreme example of schizophrenic justice,” writes an outraged Gorenberg, citing other instances in
the dual system of justice that has developed, such as right-wing
extremists who have sought to outlaw criticism by Peace Now,
New Profile, the New Israel Fund, and B’tselem, the Israeli human rights group, which amounts to nothing more nor less than
an unequivocal penalization of nonviolent differences.
Then, too, some hardliners have even dared mention
“voluntary transfer” — that is, in effect forcing out West
Bank and Gaza Strip Palestinians, as well as perhaps even
more than one million Palestinians who are Israeli citizens
living inside Israel proper. The loathsome term “transfer”
should remind Jews everywhere of Germans shipping their
Jewish victims in cattle cars to abattoirs. Gorenberg rightfully fumes at what he describes as the “racist interpretation
of Judaism” preached by many fanatic Orthodox rabbis and
their followers. The chief rabbi of the Galilee city of Safed in

2010, for example, publicly stated that under Judaism’s religious laws — as he and like-minded Orthodox rabbis have
defined it — no one is allowed to sell or rent land to non-Jews
anywhere in Israel.
Last summer’s massive protests by young Israelis, ostensibly about economic and class inequality, was an important
episode. Its principal catchphrase was “The people demand
social justice.” But there was mention of the toxic effects of
the Occupation. If the demonstrators really wish to institute
change, they will have to develop economic and political alternatives to the status quo, including the need to sharply
reduce the exorbitant expenditures on the settlements and
the military, both of which contribute to the economic and
social grievances they voiced and, most significantly, to help
create a movement leading to a peace agreement with their
Palestinian neighbors.
This is an important book, and it demands serious attention. Y

Carol Hoffman

Kol Nidrei on Wall Street

I

t was sunrise in NYC on Yom Kippur. The night
before we went to Kol Nidrei Yom Kippur services at
“Occupy Wall Street.” With the loud sounds of drumming from the little Zuccotti Park, five hundred? seven hundred and fifty? a thousand? Jews participated in a Kol Nidrei
service, led by four young people in a building plaza across
the street with the big red cube sculpture. As there was no
electricity for microphones, and megaphones were forbidden by the New York Police Department, the leaders/rabbis
stood in the center with everyone either seated on the plaza
or standing around them. Like the other speeches constantly
being given at Occupy Wall Street without megaphones, the
Kol Nidre speaker shouted out a phrase and all the people
who heard repeated it for the rest to hear.
A synagogue lent us a hundred prayer books, insufficient
for the crowd, but many had downloaded and printed it and
brought more with them, while others used their iPhones,
Droids, and Blackberries to follow the service online. Though
a range of ages were present, our congregation was mostly
young. It was wonderfully political: in solidarity with Occupy Wall Street, peace between Israel and the Palestinians,
Carol Hoffman is the daughter of the late Nat Hoffman, a
longtime member of the JPF.
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antiwar, antigreed. For the Aleinu prayer, individuals could
shout out one at a time (and it worked!) what they wanted
to do better this year, followed by all who also called out
“aleinu.” The goals enunciated were mainly political, though
some personal goals (“I will call my mother more often”) got
a laugh. It was a lovely warm night. I thought it would be so
great to gather every Friday night for Shabbat, but then I remembered I was in New York and how unpleasant that might
be in rain, snow or cold weather.
The plaza, with a building on one side, was surrounded
on three sides by streets, with either parked food/sandwich
trucks (obviously not there for this gathering because they
weren’t going to get any sales from our fasting crowd), police
vans and TV press trucks. The service leaders wore headlamps and the rest of us could see our prayer books in the
dark due to the lights of the food trucks surrounding us and
street lamps, and illumination (wasted energy) in the largely
unoccupied high-rise office buildings. Though few police
were visible in the plaza, there were masses of them alongside
the buildings. With all of the security that synagogues have
on the High Holidays due to fears of bombings (which have
happened), we felt totally safe, not because of the police presence, but from doing the right thing at the right place. The
whole experience was amazing and also gave me an appre-
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ciation for how we Jews kept
sumed was there because of the
our faith alive in the past and
lack of lighting in the park, was
even today
for the kitchen area. There was
Occupy Wall Street was
one spot with makeshift shelves
and is incredibly moving and
with books free for the taking.
exciting. A haphazard chain
There always seemed to be one
of people encircled the park
area in the park where someone
(which is an island surroundwas giving a speech and lots of
ed by streets), holding signs.
folks were listening. But there
It was an extraordinary range
were also many small groups of
of signs and messages, and
what looked like study circles
you can see the connections
and where someone would be
between war, unemployment,
holding forth in conversation
democracy, greed, corporawith others, discussing the
tions, foreign occupations,
political situation and the ocbanks, foreign policy, and the
cupation. I had the feeling that
like. They were mostly writthere were some who attended
ten with markers on cardbecause of frustration growing
board boxes, and evidence of
out of their own challenging
incredibly nonviolent grasseconomic situation but were acroot actions. There were also
tually learning.
a carpet of signs spread out
The park is close to Wall
on the ground in one area,
Street and also one block from
like a sloppy cardboard verthe World Trade Center. Ocsion of an AIDS quilt.
cupy Wall Street appeared both
The people in and around
chaotic and organized all at
the park are diverse, though
the same time. Still, it felt like
mostly young. Inside the pea grass-roots cooperative efrimeter of signs is where peofort. There was a 10 pm noise
ple slept, with sleeping bags
curfew — thank goodness, for
and tarps spread out all over.
those sleeping there — and I
Occupy
Wall
Street:
Simchat
Torah,
October
20,
2011
Anyone can enter and walk
didn’t stay to see how the scene
around in the park. There is a
changed after 10 pm. The buildkitchen set up, with composting, etc., and people volunteering
ings across the streets from the park appeared to contain the
to serve free food to anyone. We could not figure out where
noise in this area, so it was continually loud — and this is
the toilet facilities were, since there was no evidence of them
after the people who worked in the buildings were gone for
anywhere. A parked truck with many solar panels, which I asthe day! The whole experience was totally inspiring. Y
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Disarmament

Lawrence S. Wittner

Kansas City Bomber

S

hould the U.S. government be building more
nuclear weapons? Residents of Kansas City, Missouri,
don’t appear to think so, for they are engaged in a bitter
fight against the construction of a new nuclear weapons plant
in their community.
The massive plant, one and a half million square-feet in
size, is designed to replace an earlier
version, also located in the city and
run by the same contractor: Honeywell. The cost of building the new plant
— which, like its predecessor, will provide eighty-five percent of the components of America’s nuclear weapons —
is estimated to run $673 million.
From the standpoint of the developer, Centerpoint Zimmer (CPZ),
that’s a very sweet deal. In payment for
the plant site, a soybean field it owned,
CPZ received $5 million. The federal
government will lease the property and
plant from a city entity for twenty years,
after which, for $10, CPZ will purchase
it, thus establishing the world’s first privately-owned nuclear
weapons plant. In addition, as the journal Mother Jones has
revealed, “the Kansas City Council, enticed by direct payments and a promise of ‘quality jobs,’ . . . agreed to exempt
CPZ from property taxes on the plant and surrounding land
for twenty-five years.” The Council also agreed to issue $815
million in bond subsidies from urban blight funds to build
the plant and its infrastructure. In this lucrative context, how
could a profit-driven corporation resist?
Kansas City residents, however, had greater misgivings.
They wondered why the U.S. government, already possessing
eighty-five hundred nuclear weapons, needed more of them.
They wondered what had happened to the U.S. government’s
commitment to engage in treaties for nuclear disarmament.
They wondered how the new weapons plant fit in with the
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Obama administration’s pledge to build a world free of nuclear weapons. And they wondered why they should be subsidizing the U.S. military-industrial complex with their tax
dollars.
Taking the lead, the city’s peace and disarmament
community began protests and demonstrations against the
proposed nuclear weapons plant several years ago. Gradually, Kansas City
PeaceWorks (a branch of Peace Action) pulled together the local chapter
of Physicians for Social Responsibility, religious groups and others into
a coalition of a dozen organizations
called Kansas City Peace Planters. The
coalition’s major project was a petition
campaign to place a proposition on the
November 8, 2011, election ballot that
would reject building a plant for weapons and utilize the facility instead for
green-energy technologies.
The significance of the Kansas
City nuclear weapons buildup was also
highlighted by outside forces. In June 2011, against the backdrop of the Obama administration’s plan to spend $185 billion for modernization of the U.S. nuclear weapons complex
over the next ten years, the U.S. Council of Mayors voted
unanimously for a resolution instructing the president to join
leaders of the other nuclear weapons states in implementing
U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon’s five-point plan for
the elimination of all nuclear weapons by 2020. It also called
on Congress to terminate funding for modernization of the
U.S. nuclear weapons complex and nuclear weapons systems.
Addressing the gathering, the U.N. leader declared that “the
road to peace and progress runs through the world’s cities
and towns,” a statement that drew a standing ovation.
Even more pointedly, Archbishop Francis Chullikatt,
the Vatican’s ambassador to the United Nations, appeared in
Kansas City in July 2011. According to the National Catholic
Reporter, Chullikat “came to this Midwestern diocese because it is the site of a major new nuclear weapons manufacturing facility, the first to be built in the country in thirtythree years.” In his address the prelate remarked: “Viewed
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The Honeywell nuclear weapons plant in Kansas City, Missouri

from a legal, political, security and most of all — moral —
perspective, there is no justification today for the continued
maintenance of nuclear weapons.” This was the moment, he
declared, to address “the legal, political and technical requisites for a nuclear-weapons-free world.” Highlighting Chullikatt’s speech, the National Catholic Reporter declared,
cuttingly: “The U.S. trudges unheedingly down the nuclear
path. Now more than ever we need to attend to the messages
of the often marginalized peacemakers in our midst.”
Actually, peace activists in Kansas City looked less and
less marginalized. Nearly five thousand Kansas City residents signed the petition to place the proposition rejecting
the nuclear weapons plant on the ballot, giving it considerably more signatures than necessary to appear before the
voters.
Naturally, this popular uprising came as a blow to the
Kansas City Council, which put forward a measure that
would block the disarmament initiative from appearing on
the ballot.
At an August 17 hearing on the Council measure, local
residents were irate. “You cannot divorce yourselves from the

hideously immoral purpose of these weapons,” one declared,
comparing the city’s subsidy for the weapons plant to financing Nazi gas chambers “for the sake of ‘jobs.’” Referring to
the Council’s charter, which provided for the appearance of
propositions on the ballot when they secured the requisite
number of signatures, the chair of PeaceWorks asked: “Are
we a government of laws or of . . . corporations and special
interests?”
Since then, the situation has evolved rapidly. On August
25, the City Council voted twelve-to-one to bar the proposition from the ballot. The next day, the petitioners went to
court to block Council interference. Honeywell, CPZ, and
their friends dispatched a large legal team to Kansas City to
fight against the citizens’ initiative, securing a court decision
that might delay redress for years. In response, Peace Planters seems likely to speed up the process by crafting a new
petition — one that would cut off city funding for the plant.
Whatever the outcome, the very fact that such a struggle
has emerged indicates that many Americans are appalled by
plans to throw their local and national resources into building more nuclear weapons. Y
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The Peaceable Kingdom

Nina Natelson

Expanding Our Circle of Compassion
To Find Peace
“Above all, those to whom the care of young minds has
been entrusted should see to it that they respect both the
smallest and largest animals as beings who, like people,
have been summoned to the joy of life.”
— Rabbi Samson Raphael Hirsch, nineteenth-century
rabbi and scholar

A

s Jews, we are obliged to seek peace. What we
seek for ourselves, we must also grant to others. It is
in our best interest
to do so, as all living beings
are so intertwined in the
web of life that the fate of
one is the fate of all.
As we learn to enlarge
our capacity to care about
those of different races,
ethnic backgrounds, and
creeds, are we capable of
also extending our compassion to beings of different species? It is essential
that we do, since the extent
A border collie herds ducks
to which we provide for
their survival is the extent to which we ensure our own.
Israeli farmers learned this lesson in the 1950s when they
poisoned bats suspected of destroying their crops, only to realize that the real culprit was insects. The insect-eating bats
were helping farmers by keeping the insect population in
check. Since then, bats and their caves have been protected.
Eliminating wolves from Yellowstone Park offered officials
there a chance to learn the same lesson. Now that wolves have
been reintroduced, the park’s ecosystem is again thriving.
How do we foster in a new generation a sense of awe at
God’s creation and a sense of responsibility to care for it so
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they will do a better job than our own of respecting and protecting all the strands in the web of life? The best hope for
progress toward a more compassionate world is education
that goes to the root of the problem, which is a lack of empathy. Experts tell us that the secret to raising moral children is
to develop empathy in them from the earliest age. It is a lack
of empathy that permits violent criminals to inflict harm on
others and the same lack of empathy that permits the rainforest to be torn down, our water and soil to be contaminated, and animals to be
wantonly injured or killed.
Children have a natural affinity for animals,
which makes promoting
respect, responsibility and
compassion for them an
easy and effective approach
to building empathy. Studies show that when these
qualities are regularly
taught to students for one
year, the effects last a lifetime and the new attitudes
learned are transferred to
other people when the children become adults.
Compelling true stories that evoke empathy, stimulate
critical thinking, and impart new scientific knowledge are
the basis of Concern for Helping Animals in Israel’s (CHAI)
about-to-be-published educational curriculum for secular
schools, with a second volume tailored for Jewish schools set
for publication soon after. A separate set of lessons specifically designed for Arab schools will be presented at two conferences in Israel in October, one for Bedouin teachers and
another for other Arab teachers. These lessons represent a
bridge to enable Arab-speaking students, who are less likely
to have animals in their homes and less familiar with issues
related to animals, to make use of the full secular curriculum.
One such story centers on the dramatic rescue of a hump-
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back whale off the California coast. She
know that we share this ability with
was entangled in crab pot ropes that
many other species. Corvids bend wire
were digging into her skin and pulling
or whittle twigs to extract food from
her underwater, threatening to drown
bottles. They also recognize individual
her. Volunteer divers worked frantically
human faces for years. A chimp outperfor an hour to cut her free, though one
formed college students at repeating a
flip of her tail would have been fatal.
sequence of numbers flashed on a comShe watched them as they worked and
puter screen. Customers at a Minneapthe moment she was free, swam to and
olis Home Depot store are surprised to
nuzzled each diver in turn. They said it
see birds circling in front of a motion
felt like she was thanking them. Then
detector, triggering it to open the doors
she played with them, pushing them
so they can fly in to their winter nest
around a bit and taking little dives to
on the other side of the door and out
rub shoulders with them. “I never felt
again at will. Animals plan, strategize,
threatened,” one said. “It was an amazremember and use abstract reasoning
ing, unbelievable experience . . . an epic Black-tailed prairie dogs kiss
to solve problems.
moment of my life.”
Some scientists believe certain speAre whales capable of feeling “higher emotions” like gratcies have language. Prairie dogs communicate in sentences
itude, once thought to lie in the exclusive realm of humans?
that reflect the use of syntax, and they create new words for
Researchers at Mount Sinai Medical Center in New York City
new objects. Primates communicate in sign language or usdiscovered that a brain cell called the spindle neuron, previing a keyboard, and a border collie in Germany has learned
ously known only in humans, is also found in the brains of
the names of 1,022 different toys.
apes and whales. These neurons enable us to feel the “higher
Recognition that we have much to learn from animals
emotions” of gratitude and empathy. Whales have had these
and nature, in general, has led to the new discipline of biocells for at least twice as long as humans and may have three
mimicry, which acknowledges that animals, plants and natimes more of them than humans in proportion to the mass of
ture have been refining their abilities for almost four billion
their brains, causing scientists to speculate that these animals
years, while humans have only been around for two hundred
may have a richer, deeper emotional life than humans.
thousand; so it is well worth our while to observe and conCenturies ago, Maimonides wrote that there was no
sider what they might have to teach us. This approach has
difference between the emotions of human and nonhuman
led to self-cooling, sustainable buildings free of artificial air
animals. We have all seen images of a joyful dog leaping to
conditioning, modeled after termite mounds, and engineers
catch a Frisbee, a grief-stricken snow monkey clinging to her
consulting birds and bees to learn how to prevent collisions
dead baby, the terror in the eyes of deer pursued by a lion.
in congested traffic. After all, forty million locusts fly in a
Chimpanzees have an aesthetic sense that may lead them to
dense swarm in a one kilometer area and never collide, but
climb a hill and sit together gazing out over a beautiful sunwe humans can’t seem to make it through rush hour without
set or to dance at the sight of a waterfall. We have much in
multiple accidents. They must know something we don’t.
common with the nonhuman animals with whom we share
We are told that it is our responsibility to hasten the reour world.
turn to the Garden of Eden predicted in Isaiah. We can do so
Now new scientific evidence is revealing that animals
by making lifestyle choices that inflict less harm on the other
are more intelligent than we gave them credit for, and posspecies with whom we share the planet, and by educating our
sess many remarkable abilities that exceed our own. At one
youth to show respect, responsibility and compassion for the
time, we believed we were the only tool users, but we now
other fragile strands in the web of life. Y
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